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SYNOPSIS 

In 2014 our founding donor, the Department of Culture, Sport and Recreation, again made a 

grant of R300,000 to the Casterbridge Music Development Academy (CMDA).  This was 

supported by other substantial grants, the largest of which came from the National Lottery 

Board.  Again, we have been supported on an ongoing basis by Seasons in Africa who have 

made monthly contributions; and the  MacKenzie Foundation, HCI Foundation, Fintax and 

several private contributors who have made either once off  or recurring donations.   

In 2014, the CMDA continued to deliver its music program through its existing hub structures.  

2Enable, our management and training program consumed many of our resources in 2014 but 

this is beginning to add significant value to the CMDA.  With the computers donated by the Dell 

Development Fund in 2013, and to fulfil the terms of a contract with the Mpumalanga 

Department of Education, the CMDA employed 15 full time teachers and other support staff to 

aggregate, develop and align educational resources with the curriculum.  This was a major 

project and to date, the CMDA has aligned over 12,500 videos and PDF documents with the 

curriculum.  Currently the project is only partially complete as it addresses most major 

enrolment subjects from Grade 7 to Grade 12.  This project will continue subject to a grant to 

cover the costs to perform this alignment. 

With 2Enable, we continue to track our members.  In 2013, the music program was significantly 

reduced due to financial constraints that we inherited from our 2013 Route 40 Music Festival, 

however we still continued with the training in our rural hubs, band development and our 

annual Route 40 Music Festival.  With a grant by the National Lottery of R2,900,000 of which 

R1,900,000 has been released in part payment,  the CMDA is now expanding its hub structure 

and will be opening hubs in Nelspruit, Pienaar, Masoyi, Hazyview and Mashishing.  The 

orchestra will become a major focus of our program in the future.   

We continue to rely on a very small management team.  In 2014 we welcomed several 

volunteers from abroad who helped us with our music program.  Two of the volunteers were 

dance instructors and they added value to our hubs by offering dance lessons to our members. 

We wish to thank everyone, especially corporate and private donors, for their ongoing support.   

This report will detail the progress made in 2014 and our plans and requirements for 2015. 
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DONATIONS RECEIVED 

Below is a summary of the donors for 2014 

National Lottery Distribution Trust Fund R1,900,000 

DCSR R300,000 

Seasons in Africa R135,000 

HCI Foundation R70,000 

The Mackenzie Foundation R75,000 

Private Donors  R12,196 

American International School R5,250 

Darryl Smith R1,500 

Caltex Mpumalanga R50,000 

Playmakers R7,605 

  

OTHER DONATIONS INCLUDE:  

Singular Systems Discounted Software Development  

PostNet White River Discounted Printing 

 

We wish to thank all our donors, employees, friends and supporters for their valued contribution to the 

success of our program.  We know that we are making a positive impact in the communities in which we 

operate and with the establishment of 2Enable as an important educational tool in the province of 

Mpumalanga, and in partnership with the Mpumalanga Department of Education, we now expect to 

make a positive impact to education throughout the province.  

 

With a grant from the Department of Arts and Culture, we expect to raise the standard of our music 

program by employing four full time music coaches who have a Bachelor of Music.  This will improve the 

standards in our hubs, bands and in the Lowveld Community Orchestra. 

 

With 2Enable, and our partners in this space, we plan to expand the reach of 2Enable to the whole 

country.  In tandem with our pilot project in 8 Mpumalanga schools, we plan to deliver 2Enable to all 
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teacher training centres with the help of the Department of Basic Education.  In partnership with the 

Department of Arts and Culture, we plan to develop a valuable set of content focussed on Creative Arts 

(Grades 7, 8 and 9) and in Music, Dance and Visual Arts for Grades 10, 11 and 12.  These subjects will be 

distributed on 2Enable nationally at no cost to all South Africans. 

 

  

 

FACILITIES 

We continue to operate out of 3 hubs based in White River, Kabokweni and Zwelisha.  The National 

Lottery Distribution Trust Fund (NLDTF) grant has now been received and will allow us to open 

additional hubs within the White River area.  In 2015, we plan to open hubs in Nelspruit, Pienaar, 

Masoyi, Hazyview and Mashishing and to invest in additional equipment specifically for the orchestra.  

The facilities in each hub will vary with the focus of our program increasing to include percussion, 

contemporary, string and brass. 

Already in 2014, with the grant from the National Lottery Distribution Trust Fund, we replaced all the 

equipment in our hubs, which had reached the end of its useful life, with new equipment.  In White 

River, additional investment was made in the theatre improving the stage experience for bands and 

patrons.  This includes improvements to the dance studio floor, the stage floor, the theatre lights and 

sound system.  Typically we are investing R50,000 in each hub. 

During the end of 2014 three new locations for hubs were established and contacted in Nelspruit, 

Hazyview and Masoyi. It is our intension to get these music hubs up and running within the first few 

months of 2015, with specific focus on marimba training at the Masoyi and Hazyview Hubs.  

The Hazyview Hub will kindly be hosted by the Good Work Foundation, where learners from 

surrounding schools attend extra training and activities; giving them easy access to the marimba 

equipment in a safe and well established environment. 
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The Masoyi hub will be located at the K3 Youth Skills Development Centre where youth programs 

already exist for youth in the area.  

The Nelspruit Hub will be based at the Methodist Church.  They too have a youth centre which focuses 

on youth development which is a good fit with our programme. 

We are in an exciting phase of our development and we intend that the new hubs planned for 2015 will 

allow the CMDA to reach a much larger youth audience than what we have established thus far. 

 

 

MAJOR PROGRAM ACHIEVEMENTS 

2014 was again a busy year, and there were several noteworthy achievements.  Our members 

performed at the St. Mary’s Battle of the Bands in Johannesburg, at the KKNK Festival in Oudtshoorn, at 

an arts festival in Maputo hosted by the American School and again at the Uplands Festival.  

In April 2014 we were delighted that Elvis Blue agreed to become a member of our board. Elvis Blue is 

well known and much loved in our town for his shows at the PAC. Elvis has been a great supporter of 

the CMDA for some time now, and his association with us as a board member will be hugely beneficial 

to our credibility within the music world in South Africa.  

Sibahle Chauke, one of our vocalists from Kabokweni performed alongside Elvis Blue and the Soweto 

Choir in Johannesburg, which proved to be a great learning and character building experience for the 

young musician. 

In 2014 a number of bands were formed from the established hubs. From Zwelisha; Township Roots and 

Buzz Band; Zebra X-ing from Kabokweni and the White River Hub produced 7 Day Weekend, Saving 

Superman and Tonic. Each band performed beautifully at various events throughout the year which was 

a great confidence boost for them as individual artists, and character building for them as a band. 
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In April, Elvis Blue assisted in arranging for JAM STREET to perform in the ABSA Kuierkamer (VIP Guest 

Suite) at the ABSA Klein Karoo Nasionale Kunstefees in Oudsthoorn. Jam Street comprises of three of 

the CMDA’s vocalists Jenifer Rodriques, Courtney Grobler and Lara Gear. They performed seven 30 

minute sets over 3 days in the relaxed Kuierkamer, a lounge set up for ABSAs VIP guests. The girls 

rubbed shoulders with other celebrities in the Kuierkamer’s “Green Room” and were interviewed by 

Dstv’s DAGBREEK morning show.  Lara Gear, after completing her matric in 2014, launched her career as 

a professional musician and we wish her all the best. 

In May a van full of excited CMDA band members travelled to Maputo to participate in the American 

International School’s Thlanganisa Community Arts Festival. What awaited them there was an 

enthusiastic hall full of music-crazy youngsters who gave our performers a rousing welcome and huge 

applause! ‘Tonic’ were quite overwhelmed with the reception and stepped up to the plate, entertaining 

the crowd with several sets of popular tracks. They enjoyed meeting the audience and particularly 

enjoyed signing autographs.  They are looking forward to participating again in the Festival in 2015. 

Zebra X-ing performed alongside Township Roots and the Buzz Band at Cargo Lounge on a few occasions 

and performed at the launch of the 2Enable programme. The TV show Hectic 99 featured Zebra X-ing 

and 7 day weekend in a SABC Television insert which gave them an inside look into TV production. The 

performance from the Gumboot Dancers from Zwelisha stomped up a storm at the Agricultural College 

event held in August and again at the Youth Day Concert in June. 

Tonic from the White River hub participated in the much anticipated Battle of the Band competition, 

help by Saint Mary’s College at the time the bands comprised of  - Daniel Bruce Brand on drums, vocalist 

Jenifer Rodrigues, Zanika Mehta on bass guitar and first time performers Guilherme da Silva and Bruce 

de Amaral on guitars.  

Our Orchestra performed at several local events and the highlight of their year was the performance 

alongside the UJ Choir at the Sudwala Caves.  In partnership with Hospice White River, the orchestra 

also performed at the annual ‘Carols by Candlelight’ hosted by the CMDA.  All income raised by this 

event was shared between Hospice and the CMDA.  

Once again we were invited to participate at the annual Uplands Festival, where many of our bands and 

the Lowveld Community Orchestra performed. Our Gumboot Dancers also entertained festival goers 

with their rhythm and skills. The Festival is always a great opportunity for the community to see us in 

action. 

The year then closed off with our annual Route 40 Music Festival where we welcomed back The 

Parlotones for two performances, Vusi Mahlasela hot off the stage from Carnegie Hall in New York and a 

new addition, The Shaun Jacobs Band.  CMDA bands opened for these headline acts on all four days and 
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Vusi Mahlasela generously ran a workshop with our members on the Saturday afternoon where he 

jammed away on stage with them. 

The more our young bands get to perform in public, the better they develop as musicians. We have seen 

them come a long way and look forward to seeing what they will produce in 2015 

 

 

.  

 

THE LOWVELD COMMUNITY ORCHESTRA 

The Lowveld Community Orchestra (LCO) was generously supported by the Mackenzie Foundation and 

HCI in 2014.  With these grants, the CMDA funded the costs of the conductor and the travel costs of the 

brass section from Pienaar and a string section from Mashishing (Lydenburg) for a monthly rehearsal in 

White River.   With the grant from the National Lottery Distribution Trust Fund, we will be opening a 

string hub in Mashishing to grow the developmental string section and a brass hub in Pienaar to grow 

the brass section of the orchestra.   We expect that the orchestra will benefit dramatically from these 

investments and we expect to see this in their 2015 performances. 

The orchestra is one of our flagship programmes.  It includes around 45 members from diverse socio-

economic backgrounds and ages ranging from 12 years in age to 55 years, all of whom participate in an 

activity that is enriching for the community as a whole.  In 2014, the orchestra held several public 

performances, the highlight of which was at the Sudwala Caves .  Preceding this, they staged a ‘flash 

mob’ performance at Riverside Mall.   The acoustics at the Sudwala Caves were something to behold 

and here is a link to a performance by the UJ Choir. They completed the week with a performance on 

Sunday for The Songs of Praise, under the direction of Maestro Richard Cock at Hervormde Kerk.  Not 

forgetting their breath-taking performance for the official opening for the Uplands Festival Art 

Exhibition in May.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bHZbxWPDYjk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0PHGpAFYlN8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0PHGpAFYlN8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4j_Ap8BDYNM
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VOLUNTEERS 

Working with Performing Arts Abroad based in the USA, we hosted five overseas volunteers from the 

UK and the USA who actively participated in our program.  Allison Mora and Hillary Engel, both of whom 

were music majors, developed training videos for our Introduction to Recorder and Marimba for 

2Enable.  The dance students who generally studied contemporary dance particularly enjoyed learning 

the gumboot dance, something that they thought was unique.  What was particularly meaningful to all 

the volunteers was the socio-economic contrast they witnessed whilst working at the CMDA and 

working in the Zwelisha and Kabokweni hubs was definitely the most rewarding of their experiences 

where there is an appetite to learn. 
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2ENABLE SOFTWARE PLATFORM 

2Enable is our management and educational application developed to work specifically in our hubs, 

which are based in rural locations.  On the evidence of the data collected from assessments performed 

in 2013, the Mpumalanga Department of Education entered into an agreement with the CMDA that 

required the CMDA to aggregate, develop and align educational resources with the CAPS curriculum in 

all major enrolment subjects.   

Consequently, the CMDA employed 15 full time teachers who have during 2014 aligned over 12500 

resources with the curriculum in the following subjects: 

1. Mathematics 

2. Physical Science 

3. English First Additional Language 

4. Accounting 

5. Economics 

6. Geography 

7. Life Orientation 

8. Mathematical Literacy 

9. Life Sciences 

10. Natural Science 

11. Business Studies 

12. English Home Language 

13. Creative Arts (Dance and Music) 

 

This was a substantial undertaking and we are pleased to report that we are nearly complete with 

the process.  We are now in the process of handing this over to the Department for them to 

moderate the work that has been done.  As a result of this project, there is significant interest 

developing in the CMDA and 2Enable.  What has been achieved in a very short period has piqued 

the interest of many important role players in education in South Africa and beyond. 

 

ANDROID MOBILE APPLICATION 

The CMDA recently developed the 2Enable Mobile App for Android devices.  This application is 

available for free download from Play Store.  The application is unique in that it can operate on-line 

where users have a good internet connection and it can operate off-line allowing users to download 

many of the resources from a local server on to their device.  This means that the application can be 
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used by rural schools to deliver meaningful educational content to any user regardless of internet 

availability and regardless of the physical location of the school. 

WINDOWS MOBILE APPLICATION 

Microsoft (South Africa) has kindly agreed to fund the development of a Microsoft mobile application 

that will operate on all devices running Windows 8 and above.  The functionality of the Windows 

application is identical to that of the Android application and will allow the device to operate in an on-

line and off-line environment.  This application will be available from 1 April from the Windows and 

Windows Phone Store. 

 The additional benefit of a Windows device to a user is that they can access the Enterprise version of 

2Enable that provides the user access to additional functionality, including recommended revision, help 

from mentors, a selected learning circle and general web users via instant messaging and many detailed 

reports. 

Currently Microsoft is contemplating funding the integration of Office 365 into the online version of 

2Enable Enterprises.  This will allow all users to access their suite of O365 applications directly from the 

2Enable Enterprises desktop and allow reports and teacher resources to be saved directly into the users 

O365 OneDrive account. 

2ENABLE PILOT 

In addition to the development and alignment of content, planning is underway on a pilot project to 

begin 1 April 2015.  The pilot will include all grade 10 learners in eight schools spread across all four 

Mpumalanga school districts.  This will involve over 100 teachers and 1000 students based in rural 

locations.  The pilot will be managed by the Mpumalanga Department of Education and will include the 

training of all teachers in the use of ICT, training teachers and learners in the use of 2Enable and 

importantly, teachers on how to use ICT tools in a classroom environment. The key role players in this 

project include the Department of Education, CMDA, Mustek, Microsoft, Intel, SchoolNet and Mindset.   

PARTNERSHIPS 

Already the CMDA has a formal partnership agreement with the Mpumalanga Department of Education.  

Furthermore, Microsoft is funding the development of additional software, upgrades to existing 

software and training courses all focussed on education in South Africa.  However, the agreement with 

Mindset Learn is possibly the most exciting recent development. 

Mindset manages several television channels, including channel 319 on DStv.  They are an important 

content developer and can deliver content via satellite to any one of their ‘Mindset Devices’, a satellite 

receiver that is in fact a fully functional computer.  Any mobile device running the 2Enable Mobile 

Application can connect directly to this Mindset computer via Wi-Fi and can download content directly 
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to the user’s mobile Windows or Android device.  This means that the Mindset Device is effectively a 

digital library of thousands of resources from which any teacher or student can download a selection of 

resources using 2Enable with a simple touch of the finger.  Mindset can deliver this library of resources 

from Cape Town to Khartoum (i.e. to the most rural school anywhere in their satellite footprint) and any 

user in these schools can download curriculum aligned content on to their personal device which they 

can then later access at their own convenience in class or at home.  This is a significant step in delivering 

e-learning to rural and disconnected communities.  The graphic below illustrates how this works. 
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MEMBERSHIP BREAKDOWN 

We now have 1804 users registered on the 2Enable platform of which 348 are members of the CMDA 

i.e. they have joined the music program.  Of the 384 registered members, 102 are actively engaged in 

the music program and make regular use of our hubs and programs.  The breakdown in demographics 

and gender of our members is as follows: 

 

 

 

89% of registered members are previously disadvantaged.  With the establishment of our new hubs in 

rural locations, we expect this number to increase. 
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2014 – MAJOR PERFORMANCES 

CMDA Bands performed at the following functions: 

Date Month Event Venue Note 

22 March Blue Moon- Final Waltz Blue Moon Music Festival 

2-3 April KKnK Festival Oudsthoorn CMDA Band performance 

3 April Camp Quality CMDA Musical  

11 April St Mary’s Battle of the Bands  Johannesburg  Music Competition 

3 May Kabokweni Arts Festival  Maporo Park Musical 

9/10/11 May Indaba Durban Musical 

16-18 May Thlanganisa Arts Festival Maputo Tonic performed  

30 May Uplands Festival- Art Gallery Uplands Collage Orchestra 

31 May Uplands Festival Uplands College Afternoon Entertainment 

31 May December Streets  Zwelisha Workshop 

26 July Hectic 99 TV insert Kabokweni 7 Day Weekend and Zebra-Xing 

6 September Sudwala Concert  Sudwala Caves Orchestra 

6 September Flash Mob Riverside Mall Orchestra 

7 September Songs of Praise Hervormde Kerk Orchestra 

20 September EOH Mzanzi Function Sandton Jhb Sbahle With Elvis Blue and the Soweto Choir 

1 December PAC CMDA Orchestra- Hospice Christmas Carols 

2 - 8 December Route 40 Music Festival Casterbridge  Open for Headline Bands 

6-8 December SABC Filming Route 40 CMDA SABC  

6 December Jonathan Whiskerd (UK)  CMDA Workshop during Route 40 

6  December Carl Restivo (USA) CMDA Workshop during Route 40 

7 December Vusi Mahlasela  (SA) CMDA Workshop During Route 40 
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PLANS FOR 2015 

MUSIC PROGRAM 

The key focus for 2015 is to establish the new hubs and infrastructure necessary to get these working 

effectively.  This will include training the Hub Managers to ensure we run a structured program. 

We have submitted two major proposals to the Department of Arts and Culture.   

1. The first is a grant request to formalise the training that we offer through our music program 

that will specifically allow us to employ four qualified music teachers with a Bachelor in Music.  

Each music teacher will be responsible for two hubs and will spend two days per week at each 

hub offering structured training to our members.  This will include offering UNISA aligned Music 

Theory and practical training.  We plan to reach 1,000 students per year using all our hubs 

including the orchestra.  Furthermore, all teachers will be required to assist Anneke Coetzer and 

Aggi to develop the orchestra  and our bands. 

2. The second is to run an international song writing competition in partnership with Carnegie Hall 

featuring major international and South African musicians as judges.  The proposal culminates in 

a workshop where all song-writers and judges will spend a week in the African bushveld 

developing and honing the songs for a live performance at the Route 40 Music Festival.  Here all 

the judges will run contact sessions with the public.  All of this will be filmed and aired as a 

documentary on local and international television.  The benefit of this project is that we are 

developing the youth, exposing South Africans to their international peers and introducing top 

South Africans to their US Peers.  We view this as a gateway project that can allow all 

participants to develop their careers. 

2ENABLE 

Requests for grant funding have been submitted to the Department of Arts and Culture to fund the 

development of arts based training content for schools country-wide.  In addition, a substantial grant 

request has been submitted to the National Lottery Distribution Trust Fund to fund the aggregation, 

development and alignment of education content of major enrolment subjects for 2Enable from Grade 

1 to Grade 12. 

Private donors have been approached to fund the establishment of a school that will be connected to 

the CMDA music program.  This will allow us to develop educational excellence using 2Enable whilst 

improving utilisation of our existing music resources.  With these resources, we will demonstrate the 

value of music to education, become leaders in blended learning and developing a pathway to flipping 

the African classroom.  Blended learning involves using e-learning as an important tool to the 
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educational process improving teacher productivity and learner results.  The flipped classroom is a 

concept where students learn the educational basics out of the classroom, and the classroom is a space 

where their minds are challenged with relevant and meaningful topics.   

CONCLUSION 

At the CMDA we are in the process of developing cutting edge solutions to improve educational 

outcomes using music and technology as cornerstones to bridging the social and economic divides 

within our community.  Music supports education outcomes and is good for the spirit.  As one mother 

put it, ‘it is better than therapy’.  Technology allows us to deliver a scalable solution and the 

combination can assist in building a better community and country. 

We thank you for your support and ask that you continue being part of our success story.  We look 

forward to a productive 2015 in both music and education. 

 

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

A2A Kopano Incorporated is the accounting officer of the CMDA.  We are grateful to them for providing 

such an excellent service at a rate that is affordable to the CMDA.  If you require a copy of our audited 

accounts, please email info@mpuma-music.org.za and we will happily provide you a copy. 

 

OFFICE BEARERS AND CONTACT DETAILS 

MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE 

 

Craig Padayachee 
Chairman of the Board 
MEC for Economic Development (2009) 
MEC Education (2004)  
MEC Housing and Local Government (1994 -
1999)  
Teacher (1982-1993) 

 

Michael Matthews 
Program Director 
BSc (Mech) Eng 

Email: mike@mpuma-music.org.za 

Donna Dillon 
Program Manager 
Email: admin@mpuma-music.org.za 
 
Jose De Aguiar (Aggi) 
Training 
Musician 

Email: aggi@mpuma-music.org.za  
 
Zinzile Hadebe 
2Enable Content Manger 
Email: zinzile@2Enable.org.za  

 

mailto:info@mpuma-music.org.za
mailto:mike@mpuma-music.org.za
mailto:admin@mpuma-music.org.za
mailto:aggi@mpuma-music.org.za
mailto:zinzile@2Enable.org.za
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CONTACT DETAILS 

Postal Address 
Postnet Suite 1 
Private Bag X9910 
White River 
1240 

Physical Address 
Casterbridge Lifestyle Centre 
Corner R40 and Numbi Roads 
White River 
1240 

Telephone and Fax 
Telephone:    +27 13 751 3135  
Telephone:  +27 13 751 3171 
Fax:     +27 86 545 3805 
 

Social Media 
Website: www.mpuma-music.org.za  
Facebook:  www.facebook.com/mpuma.music 
YouTube: www.youtube.com/mpumacmda  
Twitter:  @MpumaMusic 

 
 

BANK ACCOUNT DETAILS 

Casterbridge Music Development Academy 083298NPO 
Bank:  Standard Bank 
Account: 330487612 
Branch Code: 053-052 
Swift Code: SBZAZAJJ 

 

ATTACHMENTS 

 
1. Registration Certificate 

2. PBO and Section 18A Exemption 

 

  

http://www.mpuma-music.org.za/
http://www.facebook.com/mpuma.music
http://www.youtube.com/mpumacmda
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REGISTRATION CERTIFICATE 
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PBO LETTER FROM  THE SOUTH AFRICAN REVENUE SERVICE  
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